ACTIVE THERMOGRAPHY AND IT’S APPLICATION FOR DAMAGE DETECTION IN MECHANICAL STRUCTURE
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Summary

Development of measurement techniques helps to apply new more effective tools for damage detection and localization of damage in composite and metal based structure. One of the most intensively developing technology is active thermography which can be directly use for damage detection under operational conditions. The paper presents active thermography techniques, proposed image processing methods and application of vibrothermography for damage (crack) detection in aluminum plate. The experimental results confirm high sensitivity of the methods and its applicability for mechanical structure diagnostics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays a reliability of the mechanical structures is one of the mostly required feature of many structures like bridges, airplanes, rail vehicles, and many different industrial installations. Indicated below structures due to their responsibility should damage free and should be monitored continuously. The techniques of the assessment of state of operating structures are defined as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) in the literature [1]. Among many new methods two main classes can be distinguished, passive methods and active methods [1, 2]. In passive methods, the response of the structure, due to any operation excitations (even not measured) is under observation. Based on relation of given signal parameter and its correlation with a state of the structure the damage can be detected, localize and sometimes predicted. In active methods the structure is excited by controlled and measured excitation using external or build in actuators and response is measured. Measured response or estimated based on input and output signals system characteristics can be a measure of system damage. One of the most commonly used in SHM methods are methods based on vibration measurements. Within these methods the symptom based methods and model based methods are in use, now. In the second one the measure of the state of the system are parameters of the model or changes of model parameters [3]. Many methods which are in use for SHM are methods which are directly adopted from the area of Nondestructive Testing (NDT).

Classical NDT methods used during system operation continuously like acoustic emission measurements [1], Lambda waves analysis [2], electromechanical impedance identification [3], are good examples of SHM oriented techniques. The difference between NDT and SHM methods is illustrated in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2.

In these two solution two different classes of methods can be distinguish; methods with integrated sensors [4] and methods based on contactless measurements [3]. The last one are more and more often use because of lower installation costs and miniaturization of monitored structures.
One of the methods which can be applied as active and passive based on contactless measurements is the method based on investigation of thermo-elasticity effect which goes with damage of the structure (lose structural integrity) like cracks in metal structures, delamination or disbonding in composites [5]. The method is under very intensive development, because thermography techniques are significantly developed recently [6]. The paper deals with testing of relation between structural damage and thermo elastic effect. The pattern recognition techniques developed by authors are applied to show sensitivity of the method and its applicability to detect cracks nucleation and propagation in the structure.

2. OVERVIEW OF ACTIVE THERMOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES

Basic theoretical relation employed for dynamic thermography is formula which describe relation between changes of strain, stress and changes of temperature of a body surface [6]:

$$\Delta \varepsilon = \frac{(1-2\nu)\Delta \sigma}{E} + 3\alpha \Delta T$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where: $\Delta \varepsilon$ - changes of main strains, $\Delta \sigma$ - changes of main stress, $\nu$ - Poisson ratio, $\Delta T$ - changes of temperature, $\alpha$ - coefficient of thermal expansion, $E$ - Young modulus. Assuming adiabatic transformation (high speed transformation of stress) the following relation between changes of strains $\Delta \varepsilon$ and changes of temperature $\Delta T$ is valid:

$$\Delta T = \frac{-3\alpha K \Delta \varepsilon}{\rho C_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: $K$ - compression factor [Pa], $C_p$ heat capacity [J/kg K] at constant volume, $\rho$ - density [kg/m$^3$], $T$ temperature of a body [K].

As the result the formula which approximate relation between changes of temperature and changes of stress is obtained in the form:

$$\Delta T = -\frac{\alpha}{\rho C_p} T \Delta \sigma = K_m T \Delta \sigma$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where: $C_p$ heat capacity at constant pressure, $K_m$ thermo elastic constant.

As it can be easily notice from formula (3) a change of temperature is proportional to changes of stress. To measure pure stress changes only temperature should be filtered using common signal processing procedure as DC component filtering. DC component filtering can be realized after pattern capture using special pattern processing technique or using dedicated technique for frame capturing using synchronization signal from energy source (thermal excitation).

The method helps to detect changes in stress fields due to damage of structure under active test. The structure should be thermally excited to achieve stress changes which can be measured using thermography. Applying the method the damage can be detected even if have very small dimension immediately after occurring.

To employ the method effectively the following conditions should be fulfilled:

1. The structure is loaded with dynamic load with frequency higher the 3 Hz (all formulas are valid for adiabatic transformation);
2. The DC component of temperature (T) can be filtered;
3. The damage occurred on the surface or very close to surface of a structure
4. Emissivity of the structure is equal or almost equal on the whole surface of a structure.

Listed above assumptions seriously limit classes of structure which can be tested using active thermography in order to detect damages.

Basic assumption in application of active thermography for SHM is that each structure has characteristic response for given excitation. In active thermography several different kind of excitation can be employed; ultrasound waves, vibrations and thermal excitation like infrared or microwaves excitations and other thermal radiation source. The excitation can have character of short impulse or continuous harmonic signal. The response of the structure in a form of temperature distribution on surface which changes during system excitation is recorded using thermo camera. In the next step of thermography based SHM procedure the thermographic pattern of the structure in current
state is compared with pattern recorded for healthy system.

Within active thermography four different techniques can be distinguished which differ each other by the way of pattern acquisition or pattern processing.

1) Pulsed Thermography – the source of thermal excitation are heat impulses with duration from milliseconds to several seconds. Measurements of the response during cooling of the surface helps to avoid disturbances due to radiation of different heat source in surrounding of structure under the test. Recorded changes of temperature distribution and its comparison with the same temperature distribution for healthy system allows to assess damage location and damage dimension.

2) Lock-in Thermography – the source of thermal excitation In his case is harmonic heat flux. Reconstruction of the temperature distribution can be achieved in this method thanks detection of the amplitude and phase of temperature on a surface against excitation signal for given frequency.

3) Step-heating Thermography – the source of thermal excitation. In his method are short laser impulses which heat structure locally. The response in a form of a temperature changes (increasing) is recorded and process to find thermal conductivity. The local changes of thermal conductivity for the structure can help to detect damage In the structure.

4) Vibrothermography – the source of thermal excitation is vibration in a frequency range between 10 Hz till 20 kHz. The thermal response of the structure due to vibration is heat waves which are recorded using thermo camera. The damage in a form of composite delamination or cracking of the structure can be detect based on measured thermal waves propagation disturbances. In the vibrothermography the temperature distribution is measured synchronically with vibration.

Typical scheme of a measurement system for vibrothermography of mechanical structures is shown in Fig. 3.

![Fig. 3. Measurements set up for vibrothermography of mechanical structures](image)

Due to vibrations the heat is radiated on the surface of a structure under test. This heat is generated on the level of micromechanical phenomena like particle dislocations, friction on a contact surface of cracks or delaminations of composites [6]. At vibrating structure in locations of damages, local deformations of mode shapes are observed, which can be visualize using thermo camera. Time history of this deformations recorded during vibrothermography test is recorded and analyzed off-line, usually. Heat flux due to structural vibration depends strongly on frequency range [7, 8, 9]. In practical application of vibrothermography for SHM, test of sensitivity of the thermal field on the system surface due to change of excitation frequency should be done, and for the damage detection this frequency interval, in which the sensitivity is biggest has to be chosen. Employing of vibrothermography require external excitation of structural vibration in high frequency range (in higher frequency of vibration, intensity of heat radiation is significantly bigger then for low frequency) that can be done using external electromagnetic exciter or using build in small piezo actuators.

The vibrothermography permits to track changes in stress distribution directly, but classical active thermography in principle allows for testing only changes of thermal conductivity of the structure and cannot be directly applied for SHM like vibrothermography.

Authors experiences in application of the technique indicate that using vibrothermography the defects located deeper under the structure surface can be detected then with application of classical active thermography.

Nowadays many laboratories are intensively investigate possibilities of application of described above technologies for SHM purpose.
3. IMAGE PROCESSING TECHNIQUES APPLIED FOR THERMOGRAPHY BASED DAMAGE DETECTION

For damage detection in mechanical structure using active thermography authors proposed two steps image processing algorithm. Preprocessing image analysis Fig. 4, this step provide normalization of recorded images. Based on thermographic images non defected and defected structure, images differences were computed.

Fig. 4. Preprocessing part of defection detect procedure

This step preparing data for another step of computation. Normalization image data from thermographic camera is necessary for proper correlation of data acquired for destructed and non destructed structure.

Preprocessed thermographic data let us for detecting areas of changed thermal energy flow (strain field).

Second step Fig. 5 established algorithm are based on wavelet transform for two dimensional signals.

Fig. 5. Wavelet transform of preprocessed thermographic images

Authors picked up multilevel 2D stationary wavelet decomposition: sym4 Fig. 6 (orthogonal wavelet).

This wavelet type were selected experimentally checking decomposition result for different types of them. Selected wavelet type gives mostly representative and wavelet decomposition results based on this type were best for damaged detection of the mechanical structure algorithms.

Fig. 6. Sym4 wavelet selected for decomposition computing

3.1. Improving quality of images

For improving quality resulting image, optical noise computed from first level 2D wavelet are used as background signal subtracted from next levels of wavelet decomposition Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Improving results quality.

Bad pixel effect are easy for removing in initial part of proposed algorithm. Calibration thermographic camera contain module for bad pixel search. This allow for reject bad pixel from recorded images during preparing data.

4. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

Proposed algorithm for damage detection in mechanical structure were tested on real data from experiment prepared by authors. Firstly, frequency resonance of tested mechanical structure were setting up during standard modal analysis.

Secondly, active thermography method were used for acquiring thermal image (strain) data with infrared camera.
4.1. Experimental setup

Experiment were lead in laboratory of Department Robotics and Mechatronics – AGH. Experimental setup is shown on Fig. 8, Fig. 9.

Components which are part of the experimental setup:

1. Thermographic measurement:
   - PC computer with CAMLINK interface compatible card;
   - SILVER 480M – advanced IR cooled camera featuring ultra fast temporal analysis, simultaneously with analogue signal recording;
   - Exciter;
2. Initial measurement:
   - Accelerometer;
   - Analyzer SigLab;
   - PC computer with SCSI interface compatible card;
   - Exciter.

In second step result of detected resonance frequency were used for control exciter to set up resonance on structure. The same signal where used also as Lockin signal for infrared camera, which allows synchronize frame rate of camera with resonance frequency of the structure.

Measurement were repeated for non defected and defected structure Fig. 10. Recorded by infrared camera images were used as input data for proposed processing algorithm to detect crack place on tested structure using active thermography method.

Fig. 10. Defected structure

4.2. Experiment results

After experiment, acquired thermographic images were used for testing proposed by authors algorithm. On Fig. 11 is shown thermographic image acquired by infrared camera for non defected structure. Excitation place is very representative, caused by hi level thermal stresses area.

Fig. 11. Thermographic image non defected test structure
Fig. 12 is showing resulting image from acquiring thermographic image for defected structure. Strains (thermal areas) deviation can be seen on this image. Without any a priori knowledge crack place cannot be fined (for different resonance frequencies images can be more noisily).

Defected place were shown on image for better orientation.

Presented images were used as starting point data to testing damage detection in mechanical structure algorithm.

4.3. Preprocessing images

Preprocessing image analysis step were approach. Results from this step are shown on Fig. 13. Once, normalization of thermographic images for defected and non defected mechanical structure were computed.

Second, differences between normalized images (defected and non defected) were computed. As can be seen on Fig. 13, differences between thermal energy non defected and defected structure shows dumped values for place where crack were approach. In backwards, defected subtract non defected normalized images, thermal energy areas were boosted for crack place and excitation neighborhood.

4.4. Separating defect place

Selected sym4 wavelet type were used for wavelet decomposition computation. Full experiment analysis contained six levels decomposition but level 4th and higher are to blurred and are useless for damage detection purpose Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.

First level of wavelet decomposition is shown on Fig. 16. On this level only optical noise and just a little of useful information are shown. This level of wavelet decomposition will be used as background for improving quality for last step defect detection algorithm.

On Fig. 16 approximation at actual level is shown on left-up part. Details coefficient in horizontal (right-up), vertical (left-down) and diagonal (right-down) orientation are displayed. Bad pixel effect are shown in details coefficients as small single bright dot.
Second level of decomposition results are shown on Fig. 17. Here can be seen very easily representative areas for each of the interesting points (excitation, defect place, bad pixel effect). Best result gives wavelet decomposition on details coefficient in diagonal orientation (Fig. 17 right-down). On edges images for details coefficient in horizontal and vertical orientation errors from bad boundary conditions (moving structure in-plane with low frequency during measurement).

Results for third level decomposition are shown in Fig. 18. As can be seen for this decomposition level images are much more blurred and more optical noise effect can be seen.

For obtain more clearly image as result subtracting of background (first level of wavelet decomposition) from image which gives most accurate results (second level of wavelet decomposition) were obtain. Result of improving quality images processed thermographic data are shown on Fig. 19. Coefficient in diagonal direction from wavelet decomposition give best result for damage detection for mechanical structure.

Areas representative for excitation, crack and bad pixel effect were marked on Fig. 19. This information proved proposed by authors algorithm for damage detection based on active thermography images analysis.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Presented and evaluated SHM techniques gives possibility for detection of even very small damages in vibrating structure. The method is relatively simple in application and can be used for many different plate – like structures of metallic or composite materials. Future investigations, at Robotics and Mechatronics group, in direction of development of vibrothermography technique will go in application for rotating structures using de-rotation techniques.
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